
     
           

                
                  

            
               

 

              
                     

                  
              

  

             
   

                
          

 
                 

     

             
                  

                       
                     

         

                
 

         
         

           

 

 

 
  

 
 

 
 

 
   
  
  

  

     
 
    

 

    
 

 

    

       

 

 

  

  
  

Part Number 
60-103986-93X 

Coverstock 
PowrKoil LSTM - Reactive 
Color: Red Pearl 
Hardness: 78-80 
Glow Engraving 

Factory Finish 
High Gloss Polish 

Core Dynamics 
RG Max: 2.543 

Monster SlayR - Reactive ® ™ 

LowRG Min: 2.500 Hook Potential: (10) 
RG Diff.: 0.043 
Average RG: 3.5 Length: Early

(25) Performance 
Hook Potential: 70 Breakpoint Smooth Arc 
Length: 165 Shape (10) 

Typical Breakpoint Shape: 90 Low 
Available Weights Flare Potential: (0.0) 

10-16 Pounds Center Heavy 
(10-11 use a spherical RG-average: (1) 
offset core) 

Reaction Characteristics – Slay the second shift 
The Monster SlayR introduces the latest addition to the PowrKoil family of coverstocks, PowrKoil LS. Long & Strong, 
Late-Shift, Long-Skid, Late-Snap all describe the performance of PowrKoil LS. The SlayR is a medium hook potential 
ball that comes alive on lanes that have a lot of dry boards, such as broken-down or top-hat (blocked) oil patterns. The 
SlayR goes significantly longer than balls that use Brunswick’s more aggressive PowrKoil or N’Control coverstocks, but 
the SlayR matches the more aggressive balls backend hooking action when used on the drier lane conditions it was 
designed for. 

The Monster SlayR uses a Mushroom shaped core derived from the very popular Quantum family of high performance 
balls. Designed to match up to the slicker lane oils used today, the SlayR features a high density inner core to produce a 
low average RG and medium flare potential ball. This strong core, in combination with the High Gloss PowrKoil LS 
coverstock allows the SlayR to generate strong down-lane recovery with a powerful but predictable breakpoint when used 
on drier lanes. 

Utility 
•Out of the Box: With its high gloss surface the Monster SlayR matches up well on broken-down or top-hat (blocked) 
medium to dry lane conditions. 
•When dulled: The Monster SlayR’s hooking action will increase and its arc will become more even, creating a better 
match-up for medium-oily lane conditions and for smoothing over/under reactions seen on wet/dry lane conditions. 

Reaction Setup 
The Monster SlayR can be drilled using the standard drilling techniques developed for two-piece balls, see the included 
drilling instructions for reaction characteristics and layout details. 

The Monster SlayR is finished with a high gloss surface which enhances its appearance and reduces hooking action in 
the oil. High gloss finishes can sometimes cause over/under reactions, too little hooking action in the oil, then too much 
hooking action off the dry, which can be hard to control. To increase hooking action and smooth out the ball reaction dull 
the surface, first with a fine 800-1000 grit abrasive. If more hooking action and a smoother reaction is desired dull the 
surface of the ball with a coarse 320-400 grit abrasive. 

Bring your Monster SlayR back to its original Factory Finish with Brunswick’s new High Gloss Polish. Available at your 
local proshop. 

Brunswick’s Monster-Series delivers the bowling industry’s widest range of Proactive and Reactive ball reactions 
available at the mid-price point. At rock bottom prices to boot. 

For the most up to date Product Line Information go to www.brunswickbowling.com 

High
(150) 70 

3.5 

0.043 High
(0.080) 

Cover Heavy
(10) 

90 Angular 
(100) 

165 Long 
(235) 
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